Abstract-Classification of data streams has become an important area of data mining, as the number of applications facing these challenges increases. In this paper, we propose a new ensemble learning method for data stream classification in presence of concept drift. Our method is capable of detecting changes and adapting to new concepts which appears in the stream.
INTRODUCTION
One of the recent challenges facing data mining methods is classification of drifting data streams. Traditional techniques of data mining won't be optimal anymore because data streams are produced continuously at unprecedented rate with evolving patterns. Examples of such data streams applications include text streams, surveillance video streams, credit card fraud detection, market basket analysis, information filtering, computer security, etc. An appropriate method for such problems should adapt to drifting concepts without the need to store all data.
Due to increasing number of such applications, in recent years classification of data streams has become research topic of growing interest. Most of these researches can be categorized as incremental or online data mining methods which constantly revise and refine a method as new data become available. These methods can classified as single classifier and ensemble of classifiers.
In this paper, we choose the second approach, ensemble of classifiers, as a way to respond and handle concept drift in evolving data. Superiority of ensemble methods over single classifier for data streams has been proven both theoretically and experimentally [1] , [2] . In most of ensemble methods, a dynamic set of classifiers is kept where constantly new classifiers are added to it and old bad performing ones are removed from it. Classification models of this set are combined frequently in a weighted average voting.
The main goal in ensemble learning is to build diverse base classifiers. In order to reach this goal, different training set selection methods can be used. In this paper, a new classifier is built on each new chunk of data that become available and in addition we use boosting techniques to use prior knowledge efficiently.
The rest of this paper is organized as fallows. Next section presents related works in detecting classification of data streams, before we present our method in Section III. In Section IV, we examine our method with synthetic and real datasets and Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Several approaches have been proposed for data streams classification using single vs. ensemble of classifiers or using implicit vs. explicit drift detection methods. Previously most classifiers for handling concept drift relied on time windows of fixed or adaptive size for training or weighting instances based on their age or other criteria.
One famous approach among single classifier methods is Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) [3] which is extended by Concept-adapting Very Fast Decision Tree learner [4] . VFDT grows a decision tree from its leaf nodes but CVFDT extends it by maintaining at each node a list of alternative sub trees to adapt to drifting concepts and remove inconsistent parts of model. The main problem of these approaches is that they don't use prior previous experience efficiently and cannot be more accurate than the best sliding window model [5] .
Street and Kim in [6] proposed a SEA method in which one classifier is built per each data chunk and in order to adapt to concept drift bad performing base learners are removed one at a time. WSEA [2] improves SEA method by using weighted base learners. The weight should indicate the ability of classifier to perform well in near future [7] .
Another well-cited ensemble approach is Dynamic Weighted Majority (DWM) [8] which maintains a varying size set of online base learners. In this method, prediction is based on a weighted vote of base models and weights of those classifiers which predict wrongly are decreased. If the ensemble prediction is wrong then a new online classifier is added and those base models whose weights fall below a threshold are removed.
Ensemble methods for changing environments are categorized mainly as bagging-style approaches. One boosting-style method inspired by AdaBoost [9] is Learn++.NSE [10] in which misclassified instances gain more weights. Like most other ensemble approach in literature in this method, a new classifier is trained on each batch of data but combination rule is pretty different and ageadjusted dynamic error based weighted voting is used.
Most ensemble methods use implicit or blind approaches for adapting the learner, but Nishida in [11] suggested an adaptive classifiers-ensemble (ACE) which uses both online and batch classifiers and a drift detection mechanism. ACE trains online the online classifier with new instances and when either concept drift is detected or the buffer for storing instances, become full a new batch classifier is added and then the online classifier in restarted. ACE is not practical for real-world problems due to lots of parameters which have to be adjusted for each application.
III. PROPOSOD CLASSIFIER
This section describes our proposed algorithm for classification of data streams, which we named the Boosting Weighted Majority (BWM) algorithm. Our algorithm builds one classifier per each data chunk. This classifier uses a sampling probability function (SPF) in which instances that are hard to learn carry higher weights, motivated by AdaBoost and IMORL algorithms [9] , [12] .
SPF is constructed with contribution of drift detection method. When the drift is not detected, to provide an initial estimation for SPF of current batch of data denoted by , we use previous SPF, . This estimation passes prior knowledge to new data by computing distances between current batch of data and previous batch of data and creating new distribution weight function based on these distances and previous SPF. In the case of concept drift, we wouldn't use knowledge of previous data and all data of current batch would carry the same weights. Finally, those instances that are misclassified by ensemble learner will gain more weights comparing those instances that are correctly classified.
A voting mechanism is used for combining outputs of base learners of ensemble classifiers. We give each classifier a weight reversely proportional to error of in classifying . All classifiers are retained to accommodate recurring concepts. To reduce influence of irrelevant classifiers, k best models are selected according to their corresponding performance on last batch of training data.
Our drift detection method is based on the idea that in presence of concept drift geometrically close instances in the feature space will belong to different classes at different time steps [5] . So our system detects a concept change by measuring differences between two consecutive batches. Differences are calculated by finding nearest neighbor in previous batch of data for each instance in current batch and comparing their corresponding labels.
The pseudocode in Fig.3 formally describes our proposed algorithm. Data are received chunk by chunk. First of all our drift detection mechanism checks whether or not drift has occurred. If no change has happened, using prior knowledge, we provide an initial estimation for probability function of current data. After that, the overall error (er) of existing ensemble learner on recent training data is calculated and according to this error, the distribution function is updated, similar to that in AdaBoost. Finally a base classifier is used to train a classifier on the current batch.
A. Drift detection method
Let examples arrive in bundles. Assume that a new set of training data is available at time instant t, previous training data is also accessible. In order to measure differences between , we first calculate the distance between each instance of to instances in . Different distance functions can be used. We used heterogeneous Euclidean/overlap metric (HEOM) [13] . HEOM is calculated according (1). In HEOM, for numeric features and categorical features the Euclidean distance and the overlap distance are used respectively, as given in (2) .
where are two instances with m features and for a numeric feature a the distance is normalized by the width of the range of values of the corresponding feature on the training set . Using distance map, the index and corresponding value of the nearest neighbor in for each data in is calculated. In order to detect the drift, we suggest using:
where n is the number of instances in , is an inverse distance between i-th instance of and its nearest neighbor in and disagree(i) is calculated as given in (4).
Significant increase in values of degree of drift (DoF) indicates the concept drift with high probability. In order to find peaks in the sequence of DoFs, we fallow the approach used in [17] . At time t, the average and the standard deviation of all DoFs, up to that time (except those which indicate concept drift), are computed and if current indicator value is away more than s standard deviation from the average, the system alarms concept drift, where s is a constant value.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
Our BWM algorithm is evaluated on real and synthetic datasets with different size and varied speed and severity of concept drifts. The results are compared with benchmarking ensemble methods similar to one proposed here, including Learn++.NSE, IMORL and WSEA. The results show the performance improvement especially when facing abrupt changes. All algorithms has implemented in MATLAB and as a base classifier, we used decision trees.
A. Experiments on Synthetic datasets
Using only pure real-world datasets, a precise analysis of our method is not possible because it's not known when a drift has occurred, which type of drift has happened and even if a real drift is present. To evaluate efficiency of our algorithm, we applied it to a set of synthetic datasets suggested by Minku et al [14] . These datasets contains different kinds of concept drift. In [14] , drifts are categorized according to severity and speed criteria. Severity describes the extent of changes offered by a new concept and speed is inverse of the time taken for a new concept to replace the old one [14] .
The artificial data sets were used here [14] include circle, sine moving vertically, sine moving horizontally and line problems. Nine instances of each problem which contains nine different drifts with varied level of severity and speed are available. Each dataset contains 2000 instances and each instance corresponds to one time step. In each dataset, first 1000 instances were produced according to concept 1 and after that concept change starts to happen. For more information about datasets, we recommend [14] .
Hold-out tests were done here due to availability of separated train and test dataset for each problem. Each test dataset contains 500 instances where the first 250 instances where generated according to concept 1 and the rest of them were produced based on the second concept. These independent test sets were used to evaluate classifiers every 200 time steps using 50 test data. Due to randomness of algorithms, for each problem the experiment were repeated 100 times and the performance was measured by averaging accuracies over these runs.
Tables I-IV shows the average accuracy over 10 tests which have been done per given problems. These results were obtained with s=4 for our drift detection method and ensemble size of 10 and batch size of 100. In almost all cases our proposed method outperforms IMORL and Learn++.NSE methods (in figures and tables we used Learn++ instead of learn++.NSE).
In classification of data streams in presence of concept drift accuracy curves show common behaviors: a sudden fall in the accuracy of classifier after a concept drift. The slope of each algorithm after concept change is important because it shows the reaction of the learner to the drift. In Fig.2 plots of the averaged overall prediction accuracy of algorithms on different datasets with high speed and high severity of drift is shown as examples of datasets listed in tables I-IV. This figure shows that after the concept drift our method's accuracy is remarkably better than the others. 
B. Experiments on real datasets
In this subsection we further evaluate our method on realworld data sets including: KDDCUP-10%, Nursery and Covertype datasets from UCI machine learning repository [15] and electricity dataset first described in [16] . Data in electricity dataset were collected from the Australian New South Wales Electricity Market and the electricity prices were affected by demand and supply. These real datasets may have concept drifts at one or more points. The details of these datasets are tabulated in table V. Table VI . shows the averaged overall prediction accuracy of BWM, IMORL, Learn++.NSE and WSEA algorithms on different real datasets. As an example of these results Fig.1 shows the average accuracy of different methods on Nursery dataset over time. The superiority of BWM algorithm is obvious in this figure. Boosting weighted majority, a new ensemble method for classification of data streams proposed in this paper. It can detect changes by measuring differences between two consecutive batches of training data. In this algorithm we used boosting techniques to use prior knowledge efficiently. Experiments and results on both synthetic and real datasets show that our method performs well in changing and stationary environments.
Future work would be adjusting this method to handle recurrent concepts in the stream. 
